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Overview from Mitul Shah 

After a number of years of limited activity, the first 
few months of 2014 have seen a significant increase 
in companies across a range of sectors considering 
an IPO. One of the many areas which companies 
need to address as part of their transition from the 
private environment to the public environment is 
how management will be remunerated in the run 
up to and post-IPO. Executive pay continues to be 
an emotive and high-profile subject and companies 
making the transition into the listed environment will 
have to get used to increased disclosure of executive 
pay and as a result, a need to design and implement 
pay arrangements carefully and with due care and 
attention. 

This is particularly the case for companies which were 
private equity backed and where the pay arrangements 
will in most cases have to change to reflect the 
expectations of investors of publicly listed companies. 
2013 saw the biggest change in the reporting of 
directors’ remuneration in over ten years with the 
introduction of new directors’ remuneration disclosure 
requirements and the binding vote on remuneration 
policy. It will, for the first time, not be possible to make 
payments to directors which are not mandated by a 
shareholder approved policy. Now, more than ever, it 
is critical to ensure that remuneration arrangements 
are fit for purpose in the listed environment. Having 
the right arrangements can send positive signals about 
a company’s approach to corporate governance. 
Having arrangements that are considered excessive or 
inappropriate by shareholders can be damaging to a 
company’s reputation. 

Spending time considering key remuneration issues 
before the IPO can often save companies time 
and money in the long-run and ensure that the 
remuneration structures in place effectively support the 
company’s strategy at this critical stage. This is not just 
about executive pay. A listing also allows companies to 
expand employee shareholding across the organisation 
(more difficult in privately owned companies) and we 
have seen many companies encourage and facilitate 
this through implementing all-employee share plans 
at IPO. From a governance perspective, it is important 
to recruit the right calibre of non-executive directors, 
particularly if the management team has limited 
experience of running a listed company. It is therefore 
important that the remuneration arrangements for 
the non-executives (as well as the Chairman) are 
competitive and appropriate.

This report on remuneration arrangements at newly 
listed companies provides detailed analysis of current 
practice and is therefore an excellent source of 
information for companies, and their advisers, which 
are looking to list in the near future. We trust that it will 
assist you in your deliberations.
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Setting executive remuneration in a private company 
is very different from setting remuneration in a listed 
company. Whilst the underlying objective in both 
is to motivate and retain high calibre executives to 
take the business forward, there are fewer rules and 
best practice guidelines to be followed in a private 
company. As a result, there is more flexibility to offer 
bespoke arrangements, more scope for individual 
negotiations and less focus on what other companies 
are paying. Executive remuneration is typically overseen 
by the board, who make decisions in consultation 
with management without the need to follow strict 
governance and disclosure processes. 

Typically the most valuable component of the 
remuneration package in a private company will be the 
management equity plan. These plans vary considerably 
across companies in terms of the form of awards e.g. 
shares or options; the size and frequency of awards  
e.g. significant one-off awards on appointment or 
regular, smaller awards; and the conditions attached  
to awards e.g. holding periods or opportunities to sell. 

There is a significant amount of work required to 
prepare for an IPO and for life in the listed environment. 
Given the time pressure and the numerous 
workstreams that must be undertaken, focusing on 
executive remuneration can often be overlooked and 
may only be considered in detail once the company 
is listed. However, spending time considering key 
remuneration issues before the IPO can ensure that the 
remuneration structures in place before, during and 
after IPO effectively reward and motivate management 
for the journey ahead. 

This report covers some of the specific remuneration 
arrangements operated in connection with the IPO in 
recently listed companies. It also considers how the 
key components of remuneration for executive and 
non-executive directors have been set in recently listed 
companies, the structure of the board of directors, and 
how these compare with practice in established listed 
companies. Whilst no two companies are the same and 
“getting it right” is not simply a question of putting in 
place the same arrangements as everyone else, it can 
be useful to consider general trends and how recently 
listed companies have addressed the transition from 
the private to the listed environment.

1. Introduction
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2. Main findings

IPO incentives

Clawback/malus provisions

Board structure

Long term incentives

Base salary

Non-executives

70% of companies disclosed some 
form of incentive linked to the IPO.

In three-quarters of the 
companies the directors and 
senior management held up to 
20% of the ordinary share capital 
immediately before IPO.

The median value of directors’ and 
senior managers’ share interests at 
listing was £63m and in companies 
with no founder directors was 
£29m.

This represents 7% and 5% of the 
ordinary share capital as at the IPO.

Most companies operate a 
performance share plan (PSP). Use 
of market value share options for 
executive post IPO is uncommon.

Median usual maximum award 
is 150% of salary in companies 
with a market cap up to £1bn and 
200% of salary in companies with 
a market cap above £1bn.

TSR is most common performance 
measure either with EPS, with 
another measure or alone.

All PSPs have a performance period 
of at least 3 years.

SAYE and share incentive plans are 
equally popular all-employee plans.

Around 50% of non-executive 
chairmen paid at typical market 
levels for roles in similar sized listed 
companies.

Around 30% paid above and 
around 20% paid below typical 
market levels. 

Around 40% of non-executives 
paid basic fee at typical market 
levels for roles in similar sized listed 
companies.

Around 50% paid above and 
around 10% paid below typical 
market levels.

These are typically nil-cost 
options for directors and senior 
management and free share 
awards for all-employees.

Around 35% of the top full 
directors paid at typical market 
levels for roles in similar sized listed 
companies. 

Around 25% paid above and 
around 40% paid below typical 
market levels.

Provisions in place in around 80% 
of annual bonus plans and around 
60% of performance share plans.

The most common lock-up period 
is 12 months.

The median board has 8 members 
with 6 non-executive directors 
(including the chairman) and 2 
executive directors.

Over 80% of companies have at 
least 3 independent non-executive 
directors at listing.

Two-thirds of companies met 
the Corporate Governance Code 
guideline that at least half the 
board, excluding the chairman, 
should be independent, at listing.

Share interests and guidelines Lock-ups

Median level of maximum bonus 
is 100% of salary in companies 
with a market cap up to £1bn and 
150% of salary in companies with a 
market cap above £1bn.

Top full time director has higher 
maximum bonus opportunity in 
almost a quarter of companies. 

Two or more performance 
measures is most common.

Over one-third of companies have 
combination of financial and non-
financial measures, one quarter 
have financial and individual 
measures, one quarter have 
financial measures only.

Over half of companies have bonus 
deferral. Typically one third is 
deferred into shares for 2 or  
3 years.

Annual bonus

Around a quarter of companies 
have shareholding guidelines for 
executives, the most typical being 
100% of base salary.

Maximum bonus opportunities 
are generally comparable with 
typical market practice in listed 
companies.

In around half of companies the 
usual maximum PSP award is above 
typical market levels.
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